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Submission by Mike Eggers, 
 
Mike Eggers Ltd, 
Upper Moutere, Nelson 
 
Hail Cannon manufacturer, see www.hailcannon.com 
 
Exporting Hail cannons since 1996. 
 
Blackcurrant grower. 30 ha. 
 
Has grown apples, olives, grapes, feijoa, .... failed!  
 
Owned & operated a farm machinery business for 10 years but closed in 1995 
given that it was difficult to make money out of farmers who were not making 
money. 
 
Now, we contract out the manufacturer of major components while focusing 
on design, assembly, marketing & installation of Hail Cannons.. This is a 3 
person family business but with several additional jobs created by way of 
oursourcing. 
 
Business in seasonal & inconsistent on an annual basis.. We are at the 
bottom of the food chain. Seasonal demand/sales with just in time production 
does not make it easy to capture the market potential. 
 
Major market is the US with additional sales in South America, Middle east & 
Russia. 
 
There is a world wide market given that Hail is a threat wherever high value 
produce wherever it is located. 
 
We have also been working on a “bird scaring system” based on our hail 
cannon. We installed a machine at Kennedy space center several years ago 
& realised there is a market for a more sophisticated model. This is being 
produced out of cash flow. 
 
 
 
 
Key Issues that on one had make me ask why I bother, while on the other 
hand I can see the possibilities. 
 
1. Exchange Rate...Lower it...It can be done easily...needs to be massive 
shift.  profitability...dependent solely on ex rate. nothing else will do it. 
LET ME TELL YOU  HOW 
 

http://www.hailcannon.com/


2.      Travel Visa’s...difficulty with need to have passport available for 
immediate travel  but    Visa’s can take weeks for a multi destination trip. 
tax on stock, particularly on  spec production for seasonal export. 
 
3. Need Income equalization over 5 years. we are worse affected than 
farmers but can   not get the same deal. 
 
4.  Depreciation vs write off with tax on sale price in future. Equipment is 
generally  bought after a good years income, but Tax is in the year we are in, 
therefore we  make rushed [purchases in order to benefit...but more time 
would maybe give a  better decision/outcome. (income equalization) Such 
equipment should be totally  written of in the first year. It has no value other 
than its earning capacity. 
 
5. Not a level playing field in that regard. (Farm IES) 
 
6. Costs increasing despite high ex rate. Conflict where exporter is 
supplying AU  
 markets..supplier treats both of us the same but there is a difference in 
ability to  pay. Driven by internal cost of wages...driven by conflict between 
the Exporting  productive sector & the Tax consumer. 
 
7. Old tradesmen getting tired, young tradesmen lacking real experience. 
Productivity. 
 
8. Lack of equipment (old/outdated) in many workshops limiting their ability 
to provide  services so costs get pushed up. Profitability of these 
providers ...we cant afford to  pay what they demand for the service. They 
cant afford to re equip to get the cost  down... 
 
9. Lack of new small Engineering business start ups so less competition as 
the big  have larger “demands”. 
 
10. Chinese/Asian/Indian parts & supplies, steel, bearings, poor quality with 
poor  Labeling for want  of a better description...some of is absolute crap & 
not always  possible to beware. 
 
11. Competition may be sourcing ex China...why are we not? You are 
driving us there. 
 
12. Internet...no secrets so exposed (very) to the world market = more 
competition  pushing the price down..need to see the longterm effect as a 
big negative in the  selling dept...long term it will only get worse. 
 
13. Downward spiral...wont bottom out before we are ‘wasted”. Need to 
stand & fight. 
 
14. Just in time supplies getting to be only just in time. we are all trying to 
minimize our  exposure to our inability to sell at a profit befitting our effort. 
 



15. I can’t get any smarter..have had the US market to myself from 1996 
until 2009...not  now, & the other guy is not dumb! Insulting when the “experts” 
tell us to get smarter. 
 
16. I can not manage the exchange rate where it is & has been...it cant be 
done. Again  the  experts are simplistic in their comments to the extent of 
being insulting.  
 
17. Factors of taxation & debt/funding relative to holding/cashing  Foreign 
currency. Big  equation, its not simply a matter of cashing up once you have 
it. 
 
18. R & D...we develop the project we have been thinking of out of surplus 
income or  borrow & hope. It should be a total write off, certainly for small 
enterprise. Why the  subsidy in electronics & not engineering? 
 
19. Travel costs, incentive for key people to travel...Sales are made 
proportional to the  time I stand in front of people...its time consuming & 
these are special people. The  skill set is genetic...It doesn’t come with a 
marketing degree! 
 
20. Telephone international  roaming costs...ouch! Incompatible phones with 
Sim card  locks. 
 
21. Sitting in the rear of the plane while the bureaucrats are traveling in the 
front...we  earn the tax, they spend it. 
 
22. Conference expenses, same deal, (Niagara). subsidize the Exporter so 
he can  enjoy the same travel deal. Base it on last years Forex earnings. 
 
23. Air New Zealand...shit seats in premium economy...just give us leg room 
in the  cheap seats...tells you where the bureaucrats travel! 
 
24. Value age & experience in small business. They have a lot to offer 
regarding  opportunities “if” they had the chance. Otherwise a lot will die with 
them. But they  cant be worked into the grave. Employing an old fart should 
attract some  “assistance”. 
 
25. Exporting...Opportunity knocks but once...Invariably the best time to do 
the cold  calling/market development is when times are tough, but we can 
not  afford to do  so...need a better plan for holding profits from previous 
years without being  taxed/ penalized. Should attract a subsidy based on 
sales. could be an offset  relative to market/currency  so if the currency is 
below a threshold, no payment, but  ratcheting up depending on industry & 
Country involved. 
 
26. Cost of components, bigger city = bigger cost at 4 times. Need better 
equipped  “rural’  engineers with lower cost structure...better/more 
versatile tradesmen = better  understanding of what they are working on/in. 
there are some dumb ones out there. 



 
27. R & D subsidy for consultants counterproductive in the electronic 
field..they just  factor in the grant & cash in...double the price = bottomless 
pit. 
 
28. Incentive to produce stock & locate in the market place rather than just in 
 time...which doesn’t work for us. (especially for seasonal markets) 
 
29. Effect of internet on what we are doing/what our competitor knows. that 
is  changing very fast so no secret markets anymore. The other guy is right 
behind us  & has all of our details, numbers, price etc...off the internet...even 
plans, invoices... 
 
30. Banks not allowed to foster/help/allow us to speculate on the 
currency...we must  have a deal to back up any Forex position...bullshit. We 
(exporters) have our hands  tied behind our back while a blind trust can 
speculate all it wants...we get screwed  while he gets to knock us 
off...winners & losers..! 
 
31. Exporter easy to manage currency  at low levels, importer easy at high 
 levels...Impossible/difficult in the reverse.  Level the playing field & allow 
us to  outright speculate. 
 
32. 1996  long term (10 year) average 56 cents, at start we were at 6600 , 
creeping to  70 cents, dollar then dropped 1999...producer board’s cocked 
up at around $.6600,  when they miss managed out of desperation, net 
effect seen in the apple industry.  Its not easy. 
 
33. $1500 average dairy farm tax...(3 years ago?) How did that 
happen...what effect  would no IES have had? So what about other exporters? 
What effect would that  scheme have on manufacturing? Plenty. 
 
34. Selling/prostitution...marketing degree. Selling is the oldest profession...it 
had to be  sold first before it became prostitution. Value the difference 
between marketing &  selling & devise incentives to get the “salesman” 
into the market place... 
 
35. Small business owners all know exactly what they would do with profit & 
it is all  related to generation employment & exports/import substitution.. 
foster these  people. 
 
1.    Big business is largely the reverse & will end up in China like Fisher & 

 Paykel....Comalco/Rio Tinto. 
 
37. Compliance costs, freight, etc  are chicken litter compared to high Dollar 
effect...we  could employ a person full time but we would be peed of if 
that was necessary. 
 
1. Supposed lower cost of imported components  don’t help us relative to 

the effect of  a lower dollar. 



 
So, fight fire with fire, we need to unsettle the currency trader to lower 
the exchange rate. 
 
Do to him what he has been doing to us. 
 
There is plenty more where that all came from! 
 
Mike Eggers. 
 

& yes please, I would like to expand on this submission at a 
hearing. 


